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Abstract This chapter will give an overview of how human languages differ from
each other and how those differences are relevant to the development of human
language understanding technology for the purposes of information access. It for-
mulates what requirements information access technology poses (and might pose) to
language technology. We also discuss a number of relevant approaches and current
challenges to meet those requirements.

1 Linguistic Typology

Information access technology—such as information retrieval and related applications—
is largely about finding and aggregating meaning from human language, and mostly,
so far, from text. On a superficial level, it may seem as if human languages vary a
great deal, but they are in fact similar to each other, especially in written form:
they share more features than differences. What meaning is and by which means it
is encoded in human text is a contentious research topic in itself, but that there is
meaning in human utterances and that it is systematically recoverable is not.
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The number of languages in the world is difficult to assess, but is usually put at
being around 7 000. More than 90% of those languages are spoken by populations
of less than a million and more than half of them by language communities num-
bering less than 10 000. Many of those languages—primarily the smaller ones—are
falling out of use, with some estimates putting about half of the worlds’ languages
at risk of disappearing. The number of speakers is unevenly distributed: at the other
end of the scale the twelve or so largest languages cover half of the population of the
world (Lewis et al, 2009; Dryer and Haspelmath, 2011). The details of these facts
of course depend crucially on how one language is demarcated from another, which
is non-trivial, depending not only on linguistics but also on politics and geography.
The variation between human languages is studied in the field of linguistic typol-
ogy, which studies both systematic differences and likenesses between languages
(Velupillai, 2012).

Such variation between human languages is first, and most obviously, evident
in their writing systems. Some languages use some variation of phonetic writing
such as alphabetic or syllabic systems; other systems are based on ideograms; some
separate tokens by whitespace, some do not. Some writing systems omit what others
require: semitic languages usually do not include vowels, for instance. This type of
variation is mostly superficial and is no longer a major challenge for information
systems. More importantly, only about half of the world’s languages are ever written
at all and thus not accessible to most of today’s information systems. However, the
practical challenge of accommodating various writing systems, character sets, and
their encodings, in view of many coexisting and legacy standards may still impact
performance.

Secondly, human languages vary in the way they organise the referents the
speaker communicates about into a coherent utterance. Some languages impose
strict requirements on the order of the constituents of a clause, making use of word
order an obligatory marker; others allow permutations of constituents within an ut-
terance without much meaning change. Some languages render words in different
forms through more or less elaborate inflection systems, depending on what role
they play in the utterance; others let words appear in more or less invariant form.
These two aspects of variation—inflection and word order—are in in the most gen-
eral sense in a trade-off relation: languages with strict word order tend to have less
complex systems for inflection.

Thirdly, many languages combine words or bits of words to make larger words or
compounds or derivations; others prefer to keep words or meaningful units separate.

Fourthly, information that is obligatory to include for some languages may be
optional or not mentioned in others.

On another level of abstraction, genres and various cultural factors influence
which topics are discussed and in which terms. The variation is even more evident
with the advent of new text types.

We will return to all of the above variational dimensions in turn. More generally,
however, all human languages share important features. Languages are sequential:
they consist of sequences of meaning-bearing units which combine into useful utter-
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Table 1 Examples of inflectional variation given for nouns from some languages. Chinese nouns
do not inflect. English inflects less than Swedish. Finnish has thousands of possible forms for each
nouns.

SINGULAR PLURAL

Chinese 虾
English kipper kipper’s kippers kippers’

Swedish INDEFINITE sill sills sillar sillars
DEFINITE sillen sillens sillarna sillarnas

Finnish muikku muikun muikut muikkujen
... ...

ABLATIVE + "not even" muikultakaan ...
ADESSIVE + our + "also" + EMPHATIC ... muikuillannekinhan

ances of salience to their speaker and author, and mostly of interest to their intended
or unintended audience. Languages are referential: the utterances are composed of
expressions which refer to entities, processes, states, events, and their respective
qualities in the world. Languages are compositional: the constituents of utterances
combine to a meaningful whole through processes which to some extent are general
and to some extent are bound to situation, context, and participants.

And in the end information access is all about meaning. In the case of text re-
trieval, about the semantics of a text and the utterances in it.

2 Requirements from Application Domains

The focus of information retrieval experiments has been on the use case of ad-
hoc information retrieval: the process whereby a concise expression of information
need is exchanged for a set or ranked list of documents or other information items.
To achieve levels of performance in every or most languages to match the level that
systems achieve in English and other widely used languages with large speaker pop-
ulations, more analysis of the target language is often necessary. This is even more
true when the use case is extended to Cross-language Information Retrieval (CLIR),
where a query in one language is expected to deliver results in other languages,
possibly in combination with results in the target language.

Other related tasks, ranging from media monitoring and routing to sentiment
analysis to information extraction often require more sophisticated models and typ-
ically more processing and analysis of the information items of interest. Much of
that processing needs to be aware of the specifics of the target languages.

Mostly, the various mechanisms of variation in human language pose recall chal-
lenges for information systems. Texts may treat a topic of interest but use linguistic
expressions which do not match the expectations of the system or the expression of
information need given by the user: most often due to vocabulary mismatch. This is
especially true for users who may know the target language only to some extent, and
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who may not be able to specify their information need with as much finesse as native
language users would: the benefits of query translation in web search benefits those
with poor to moderate competence in the target language more than those who are
fluent. Since CLIR will in such cases rely on translating an information need from
a source language to a target language, the quality of the translation dictionary or
service is a crucial factor for the quality of the end result, whether the translation is
done at query time or at indexing time Airio (2008).

Translation is not always possible between arbitrary language pairs, due to lack
of resources: see e.g. Rehm and Uszkoreit (2012) for an overview of what resources
are available. In such cases, a transitive approach can be adopted, where translation
is done from language A to language B by way of translation via a pivot language
C, if translation resources or services for A⇐⇒ B are unavailable but can be found
for A⇐⇒C and C⇐⇒ B. This obviously risks inducing a level of noise and spu-
rious translation candidates, but has been shown to work adequately in many task
scenarios Gollins and Sanderson (2001); Lehtokangas et al (2004).

2.1 Cultural Differences and Differences in Genre Repertoire

On the highest level of abstraction, differences between cultural areas are often re-
flected in how a topic is treated in linguistic data. This may not seem a challenge
specifically for information access technology, but awareness of stylistic differences
and of acceptability will be a guide to what can be expected to be found in data
sources and how much effort should be put into the resolution between similar top-
ics, into sentiment analysis, and other similar tasks.

Many timely and new texts are generated in new media and new genres with
little or no editorial oversight: with new, emerging, and relatively volatile stylistic
conventions; anchored into highly interactive discourse or into multimodal presen-
tations; incorporating code switching between several languages; characterised by
newly minted terms, humourous and deliberate misspellings, topic indicators ("hash
tags"), and plenty of misspellings or typing errors. (Karlgren, 2006; Uryupina et al,
2014). This variation does not always follow the same paths across cultural and
linguistic areas.

Language processing tools that are built or trained to handle standard language
from e.g. news text or academic texts risk being less useful for analysis of new
text. Using such tools for multi-lingual material risks skewing results across cultural
areas, especially if the reader is less than fluent in the original languages.

2.2 Inflection

One of the first and most obvious differences between human languages is that of
morphology or inflectional systems: anyone who has made the effort to learn a for-
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eign language is familiar with the challenge of learning e.g. verb forms or plural
forms, especially irregular ones. The number of different forms of a single lexical
entry varies greatly between human languages. Some examples are given in Table 1.
Many languages find it necessary to include information about the gender of refer-
ents ("elle est fatiguée" vs. "il est fatigué"; "śpiewał" vs. "śpiewała"); others do not.
Some require tense or aspect to be marked, some do not. Some allow subjects to be
omitted if understood from context ("wakarimasen"); others require subjects even
when of low informational content ("es regnet"). The largest languages in the world
have very spare morphology: English, Chinese, and Spanish can be analysed using
very simple tools (Lovins, 1968; Porter, 1980). Larger languages seem to tend to-
wards simpler morphology, and this observation has been tentatively proposed to
have to do with the amount of cultural contact a larger language engages in simply
through its dispersal pattern.1 (Dahl, 2004)

The majority of the world’s languages, if not the majority of speakers, have more
elaborate morphology. Morphological analysis tools of various levels of sophisti-
cation have been developed for languages, often inspired by languages with richer
morphological variation than English. These tools have been applied to various tasks
such as writing aids, translation, speech recognition, and lately included as a matter
of course in many information access systems.

Nouns are in most languages inflected by number, to distinguish between one,
many, and in some cases pairs of items. In most languages nouns are also inflected
by case, to indicate the noun’s role with respect to other words in a clause. English
uses the genitive form to indicate ownership; Latin uses different cases for object
and various adverbial functions; Russian adds yet another case to indicate an instru-
ment; Finnish and related languages have a dozen or so cases to indicate various
positional and functional roles of nouns. Some languages indicate definiteness by
inflection (which in English is marked by separate determiners such as the or a).
Verbs in most languages carry information of a temporal and aspectual character of
the event, state, or process the clause refers to. In general, adjectives exhibit less
complex inflection patterns than do nouns; verbs tend to be more elaborate than
nouns.

This variation directly impacts information retrieval performance. If surface vari-
ation of terms is reduced through some procedure, the recall of a retrieval system
is increased—at some cost to precision—through the system retrieving documents
which contain some term in a different surface form than that presented by the user
in a query: if a system knows enough to find texts mentioning “festival” when a user
searches for texts on “festivals” it will most likely make its users happier (Lowe
et al, 1973; Lennon et al, 1981). The process where different forms of a word are
collated is variously called normalisation, lemmatisation, stemming, or even trun-
cation, depending on which engineering approach is taken to the task.

This variation in morphological systems across languages from the perspective of
information access has been addressed in previous literature by e.g. (Pirkola, 2001)
who has formulated a description of languages of the world using two variables, in-

1 This would seem to be good news for language technologists with limited resources at their
disposal.
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dex of synthesis and index of fusion and examined how those variables could be used
to inform the design of practical tools for both mono- and cross-lingual information
retrieval research and system development.

For English, for a long time, it was taken to be proven that normalisation by and
large would not help retrieval performance (Harman, 1991). Once the attention of
the field moved to languages other than English, it was found that for other lan-
guages there were obvious gains to be found (Popović and Willett, 1992), with the
cost and utility of analysis varying across languages and across approaches as to
how it is deployed (Kettunen and Airio, 2006; Kettunen et al, 2007; Karlgren et al,
2008; Kettunen, 2009; McNamee et al, 2009; Kettunen, 2014).

Not every morphological form is worth normalising. Languages such as Finnish
or Basque, e.g., have several thousand theoretically possible forms for each noun.
In practice only a small fraction of them actually show up in text. Taking care of the
more frequent forms has clear effects on retrieval performance; other forms are more
marginal, or may even reduce performance for topical retrieval tasks, if variants
which make topically relevant distinctions are conflated.

Today morphological analysis components to normalise terms from text and
queries, using a stem or a lemma form instead of the surface form, are used in
retrieval systems as a matter of course. For some languages and some tasks, fairly
simple truncation-based methods (Porter, 1980, 2001) or n-gram indexing (Kamps
et al, 2004) yield quite representative results, but more informed approaches are nec-
essary for the systematic treatment of e.g. languages where affixation can include
prefixes or infixes. Most systems today incorporate morphological normalisation
by default for some of the larger languages and tools for the introduction of such
techniques for languages with less existing technology support.

2.3 Derivation and Compounding

Derivation, the creation of new words by modifying others, and compounding, the
creation of new words by combining previously known ones, are productive pro-
cesses in all human languages. There is no limit to creating new words, but there is
a limit in how and to what extent they can be and are included in for example trans-
lation dictionaries used in multi- or cross-language information access technology.

Derivational morphology describes how new words can be created through the
use of affixes (prefixes and suffixes) combined to a word stem, e.g., build—builder—
building. Derivation thus affects the part-of-speech and meaning of the word build
(Akmajian et al, 1995).

Compounds can be closed (such as classroom), open (such as ice cream), or
hyphenated (such as well-being). Human languages vary as to how they ortho-
graphically construct compounds: German, Dutch, Finnish and Swedish, e.g., favour
closed compounds; English orthography is less consistent, but uses open compounds
to a much greater extent. The orthographic specification is important in cross-lingual
retrieval and is also related to the translation and identification of compounds as
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phrases in for example English. Closed compounds are easier to handle in infor-
mation access technology and in cross-language applications because there is no
need for a specific identification of a “phrase” as in open compounds (Lieber and
Štekauer, 2009).

Splitting compounds into their constituents may be expedient for the purposes of
information retrieval: the compounds may be too specific and splitting them would
yield useful and content-bearing constituents, thus increasing recall of an index.
This is especially true in a scenario where queries are translated from one language
to another (Hedlund et al, 2001).

Doing this is not straightforward, however. A compound may be compositional,
where the meaning of the compound is a function of some sort of its constituents,
or non-compositional where the meaning of the constituents is non-relevant or
marginally relevant to understanding the compound. Where a compound is com-
positional, the relation between its constituents may be difficult to predict without
world knowledge: most compounds in frequent use have been lexicalised as words
in their own right to some extent. In practice, frequently only some or even none
of the constituents of a compound are topically relevant (such as in strawberry,
Erdbeere, fireworks, or windjammer). A compound may also have several possible
splits, with typically only one of them being correct (such as in sunflower). In lan-
guages which make free use of closed compounds these challenges are exarcebated:
the Swedish domstol (court of law) can be split into dom and stol, the former being
judgment but also the homograph personal pronoun they which trumps the relevant
reading by frequency; the latter being chair, which is irrelevant; the Swedish 3-way
compound riksdagshus (parliament building) can be reconstructed into riks, dag
and hus (realm,day,building) which is less useful than the 2-way split into riksdag
and hus, (parliament and building).

Many languages make use of fogemorphemes, glue components between infor-
mation bearing consituents, for example, -ens- in Herz-ens-brecher, the German
word for heart breaker. Handling these correctly impacts performance noticeably
(Hedlund, 2002; Kamps et al, 2004).

Challenges such as these make the application of compound splitting somewhat
more difficult than the seemingly simple process the term itself invites (Chen, 2001,
2002; Hedlund et al, 2000; Hedlund, 2002; Cöster et al, 2003; Karlgren, 2005).

In summary, some of the challenges with using constituents from compound
splitting are that they may not express a concept similar to that expressed by the
compound; may be ambiguous; may not always even be valid words.

2.4 Word Order and Syntactic Variation

Languages vary greatly in how strictly rule-bound the word order of their utterances
is, and what that rule order is. In clauses, many languages with strict rule order such
as English, require a subject-verb-object order (Example (1-b)) in typical clauses;
most languages of the world prefer subject-object-verb order (Example (1-a)) in-
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stead, and many languages use verb-subject-object (Example (1-c)). The other three
orderings are quite rare in comparison. Languages with comparatively free word
order still invariably exhibit a preference for a standard word order which is used
when there is no reason to diverge from it, e.g. for reasons of topical emphasis.

(1) a. Caesar
Caesar

aleas
dice

amat.
loves (Latin)

b. The slow fox caught the early worm.

c. Phóg
Kissed

an
the

fear
man

an
the

muc.
pig. (Irish)

With respect to single constituents, languages vary in how they organise a head
word and its attributes. Adjectives can precede (Examples (2-b) and (2-c)) the noun
they modify or come after (Example (2-a)); a language may prefer prepositions to
postpositions.

(2) a. Un
A

vin
wine

blanc
white

sec
dry (French)

b. An unsurprising sample

c. Bar
Bar

mleczny
milk

w
in

Częstochowie
Czestochowa (Polish)

d. A
The

hegedű
violin

a
the

zongora
piano

mögött
behind

van
is (Hungarian)

For any information based on more elaborate analyses than bags of words, these
variations will impact the results. If e.g. a system automatically recognises multi-
word phrases, word order will make a difference; if the tasks move beyond informa-
tion retrieval to e.g. information extraction, sentiment analysis or other tasks, where
more than word counts are instrumental to the analysis, an analysis step to identify
head with respect to attribute will be necessary.

2.5 Ellipsis and Anaphora

Elliptic references in human language include omission of words that are obviously
understood, but must be added to make the construction grammatically complete.
Human language users avoid repetition of referents, replacing something known by
a pronoun, and sometimes omit the referent entirely. The ways in which this is done
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vary somewhat over languages and genres. Samples (3) are in English, with omitted
bits in square brackets.

(3) a. Kal does not have a dog but Ari does [have a dog]
b. I like Brand A a lot. But on the whole, Brand B is better [than Brand

A].
c. Bertram makes deep-V hulls. It [Bertram] takes sea really well.

Elliptic references are challenging from the point of view of information retrieval,
because search words may be omitted in the text (Pirkola and Järvelin, 1996). Such
omissions will impact retrieval efficiency in that the relative frequencies of terms
implicitly understood by the author and reader of a text may be underrepresented by
an indexing tool. This effect is likely to be marginal, but more importantly, analyses
and tasks with more semantic sophistication, which depend on associating a feature
or characteristic with some referent will be difficult unless the referent in question
is explicitly mentioned. Sentiment analysis (Steinberger et al, 2011) and keyword
proximity based retrieval (Pirkola and Järvelin, 1996) are examples.

2.6 Digitisation of Collections and Historical Depth

When originally non-digital material, such as old newspapers and books, are dig-
itized, the process starts with the documents scanned into image files. From these
image files one needs to sort out texts and possible non-textual data, such as pho-
tographs and other pictorial representations. Texts are recognized from the scanned
pages with Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software. OCR for modern text
types and fonts is considered to be a solved problem that yields high quality results,
but results of historical document OCR are still far from that level (Piotrowski,
2012). Most recently, Springmann and Lüdeling (2017) report high word-level
recognition accuracies (ranging from 76% to 97%) based on applying trainable
Neural Network-based OCR to a diachronic corpus of scanned images of books
printed between 1478 and 1870. This type of corpus is especially demanding for
OCR due to many types of variation present in the manuscripts — including linguis-
tic changes (e.g., spelling, word formation, word order) and extra-linguistic changes
(e.g., medium, layout, scripts, and technology).

Digitization of old books, newspapers and other material has been an on-going
effort for more than 20 years in Europe. Its results can be seen e.g. in large multilin-
gual newspaper collections, such as Europeana (http://www.europeana-newspapers.eu/).
Europeana contains 18 million pages in 16 languages (Pletschacher et al, 2015).
Scandinavian countries, e.g., have available over 80 million pages of digitized his-
torical newspapers (Pääkkönen et al, 2018). Single newspaper archives, such as
Times of London 1785–2012, or La Stampa 1867–2005, can already contain several
million or over 10 million pages.

Europeana has estimated word level quality of its contents. For most of the in-
cluded major languages, word correctness rate is about 80% or slightly more, but
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for Finnish, Old German, Latvian, Russian, Ukrainian and Yiddish, correctness rates
are below 70% (Pletschacher et al, 2015). Thus smaller languages and content pub-
lished in more complicated scripts may have a disadvantage in their quality.

OCR errors in the digitized newspapers and journals may impact collection qual-
ity. Poor OCR quality obviously renders documents from the collections less read-
able and comprehensible for human readers but also less amenable to on-line search
and further natural language processing or analysis (Taghva et al, 1996; Lopresti,
2009). Savoy and Naji (2011), for example, showed how retrieval performance de-
creases with OCR error corrupted documents quite severely.

The same level of retrieval quality decrease is shown in results from the confu-
sion track at TREC 5 (Kantor and Voorhees, 2000). The end result effect of OCR
errors is not clear cut, however. Tanner et al (2009) suggest that word accuracy rates
less than 80% are harmful for search, but when the word accuracy is over 80%,
fuzzy search capabilities of search engines should manage the problems caused by
word errors. The probabilistic model developed by Mittendorf and Schäuble (2000)
for data corruption seems to support this, at least for longer documents and longer
queries. Empirical results by Järvelin et al (2016) on a Finnish historical newspaper
search collection show that fuzzy matching will help only to a limited degree if the
collection is of low quality.

One aspect of retrieval performance of poor OCR quality is its effect on ranking
of the documents (Mittendorf and Schäuble, 2000): badly OCRed documents may
be quite low in the result list if they are found at all. In practice these kinds of
drops in retrieval and ranking performance mean that the user will lose relevant
documents: either they are not found at all by the search engine or the documents
are so low in the ranking list that the user may never reach them while browsing
the result list. Some examples of this in the work of digital humanities scholars are
discussed e.g. by Traub et al (2015)

Correcting OCR errors in a historical corpus can be done at access time or at in-
dexing time by filtering index terms through authoritative lexical resources, pooling
the output from several OCR systems (under the assumption they make different
errors) or using distributional models to find equivalents for unknown words. These
are all methods tested and used for OCR correction. As observed by Volk et al
(2011), built-in lexicons of commercial OCR systems do not cover 19th century
spelling, dialectal or regional spelling variants, or proper names of e.g. news mate-
rial from previous historical eras. Afli et al (2016) propose that statistical machine
translation can be a beneficial method for performing post-OCR error correction for
historical French.

3 Reliance on Resources

Languages with few developed language technology resources are sometimes called
low-density languages. While the concept is somewhat vague, it can be useful in as
much as it makes clear that languages with a small number of speakers may be well
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served by language technology, whereas widely used languages may or may not be
considered low-density. Examples of early studies in African low-density languages
in cross-language information retrieval include (Cosijn et al, 2004) (Afrikaans-
English) and (Argaw et al, 2004, 2005; Argaw and Asker, 2006; Argaw, 2007)
(Amharic-English). Both explored the effectiveness of query translation utilizing
topic (source) word normalization, bilingual dictionary-lookup, and removal of stop
words as process components. The first study reports the development of a simpli-
fied Afrikaans normalizer; the latter used semi-automatic Amharic stemming (prefix
and suffix stripping).

3.1 Dictionaries and Lexical Resources

Various types of lexical resources are necessary in Natural Language Processing
(NLP). Monolingual dictionaries are used in morphological analysis for produc-
ing lemmas, and for decomposing compound words—and as the necessary step for
subsequent phases in NLP, e.g., for recognising noun phrases or names; for recog-
nising the target of some expressed attitude; or for extracting emerging topics from
a stream of text. Not least in translating queries or other specifications of informa-
tion needs, dictionaries will form a crucial component (Pirkola et al, 2001; Hedlund
et al, 2004).

Synonym dictionaries or thesauri are used for expanding queries, to add recall to
a narrowly posed information need. Bilingual dictionaries may be intended either for
human readers (and thus contain verbose definitions) or alternatively intended for
automatic translation components (transfer dictionaries) either for text translation or
for e.g. query translation. It is a non-trivial problem to transfer a bilingual dictionary
intended for humans into a transfer dictionary (Hull and Grefenstette, 1996).

3.2 Automatic Machine Translation of Queries and the Challenge
of Out-of-Vocabulary Terms

Over the years at CLEF and elsewhere, many researchers have performed and con-
tinuously perform experiments to use existing automatic and semi-automatic ma-
chine translation resources to translate queries. Various technologies have been
tested against each other, against manual human translation, against translated in-
dexes, or against translated target documents (Airio, 2008). The quality of retrieval
results, noted by practically all such studies, depends on two factors. Firstly, that
publicly available translation resources are primarily intended to provide a crude
translation designed for human readers, not a raw translation optimised for contin-
ued editing or use in further processes such as retrieval (Karlgren, 1981). Trans-
lations by web resources tend to resolve ambiguities with this in mind, and thus
occasionally reducing information present in the original query. This can be ame-
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liorated by systems that use other lexical resources to enrich the translated query
(Herbert et al, 2011; Leveling et al, 2009; Saleh and Pecina, 2016).

Secondly, and more obviously, coverage of the translation resource. Out Of Vo-
cabulary (OOV) words, i.e., words not found in translation dictionaries, are the ma-
jor challenge for CLIR, machine translation, and other multilingual language pro-
cessing tasks and information systems where translation is part of the system. In
particular in scientific and technical domains OOV words are often keywords in
texts, and if the system is unable to translate the most important words its effective-
ness may substantially decrease. Proper names form another word category causing
translation problems: while they should not be translated in principle, their surface
forms in different languages may differ due to transliteration and inflection. The
tools to handle OOV translation include: approximate string matching (fuzzy match-
ing) through methods such as Soundex, character-level n-grams (skip-grams), and
edit distance; reverse transliteration e.g. as in Transformation rule based translation
in which a word in one language (e.g. Finnish somatologia←→ English somatology
or Finnish Tsetsenia←→ English Chechnya) based on the regular correspondences
between the characters in spelling variants (Pirkola et al, 2003; Toivonen et al, 2005;
Pirkola et al, 2007).

4 Challenges

The challenges entailed by cross-linguistic variation can be summarized to be about
resources: lack of them, cost of acquiring and maintaining them, and low utility
of seemingly relevant tools developed e.g. by computational linguists. Tools built
by computational linguists do not always improve results on large scale information
processing tasks, since they are built for a different purpose than information access.

While the field of information access research has human communicative be-
haviour as its main object of study and processing texts and other human commu-
nicative expressions to understand their content, linguistic theory has as its goals to
explain the structure and regularities of human language. These goals are related but
are not perfectly aligned. Obviously linguists would do well to validate their theo-
ries by application to information access, but they lack an understanding of what
needs are prioritised; information access researchers must formulate requirements
for better analyses for computationally oriented linguists to work on, and these re-
quirements need to be formulated at an operationally adequate level of abstraction.
These discussions and analyses are what CLEF and other related forums are for;
the output could be communicated in clearer terms, in the form of clearly formu-
lated usage scenarios or use cases, for further discussions with application-minded
linguists.
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Table 2 Challenges in utilizing various resources in information access

Resource
or technology

Monolingual
Information

Retrieval

Crosslingual and
Multilingual Information

Retrieval

Lexicons
or translation
dictionaries

-need to create resources per se
(especially in low-density languages)
vocabulary issues:
-insufficient coverage
-domain-specific needs
(e.g., social media, historical texts, etc.)
-OOV words (e.g., proper names)
-control and cost of updating

-need to create transfer
dictionaries appropriate for CLIR
vocabulary issues:
-insufficient coverage
-excessive number of translations
-domain-specific needs
-OOV words
-control of updating the vocabularies
-cost of updating

Stop word lists
-need to create and tune stop
word vocabularies for
the particular application and domain

-same as in monolingual case
(but for both source and target languages)

Normalising and
lemmatisation

methods

-vocabulary issues (in lemmatisation)
-understemming, overstemming,
and incorrect processing (in stemming)
-linguistically correct processing
may be inappropriate from
the point of view of IR
(generation of nonsense words)

-vocabulary issues (coverage, updating, etc.)
-need to detect and
translate multi-word phrases
(in phrase-oriented languages)
-need to decompound and
translate compound words
written together (in compound-oriented languages)

Fuzzy string matching -applicability may be language-specific
-effectiveness and efficiency issues

-applicability may be language pair-specific
-effectiveness and efficiency issues

Generative methods

-need to design and implement
the method (in low-density languages)
-relatively high number of
potential candidate words
created (in highly inflectional languages)
– efficiency issues
-challenges of special domains
(e.g., creating expressions
matching noisy OCR text)

same as in monolingual case
-here the idea is to generate query
expansions for the target language in
which normalization or lemmatization
may not be available or appropriate
(e.g., in web domain)

Comparable corpora (not applicable)

-availability of appropriate
corpora for the particular
language-pairs in need
-appropriateness of the alignment methods
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